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a b s t r a c t

A preliminary experiment was carried out to validate the feasibility of the method of impact by a
front-end-coated bullet to evaluate the interface adhesion between film and substrate. The theoretical
description of the initiation, propagation and evolution of the stress pulse during impact was generalized
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and formulized. The effects of the crucial parameters on the interface stress were further investigated
with FEM. The results found the promising prospect of the application of such a method and provided
useful guidance for experimental design.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
heoretical description
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. Introduction

Films (coatings) with resistance to wear, corrosion and ther-
al degradation as well as other important functions have been

pplied in many fields [1]. However, their prospective applications
re restricted due to premature film debonding. Numerous meth-
ds [2,3] have been applied to evaluate the adhesion between the
lm and the substrate. The key step in these experiments is to exert
imple loading directly on the interface and to separate the film
rom the substrate, which is hard to accomplish especially when
he film is strongly bonded.

The method based on the impact by a front-end-coated bullet
as devised to evaluate the adhesion between the film and sub-

trate [4]. In the method, a front-end-coated bullet accelerated by
gas gun is used to impact the substrate of a test specimen as

hown in Fig. 1. Upon impact a compressive stress pulse is initiated
hich propagates towards the to-be-tested film. After transmit-

ing through the interface, part of this pulse is reflected on the
ree surface of the film, and then, tensile stress emerges around
he interface between the film and substrate. Such a tensile stress
ight induce the debonding of the film in test. Assuming the acous-
ic impedances of both the bullet and the substrate of the specimen
re identical, Wu et al. [4] described qualitatively the evolution
f the stress waves under an impact. It is predicted that such an
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impact method can produce a short duration compressive stress
pulse as well as the method of laser spallation [5–7] but, can avoid
the complicated phenomena that arise in laser spallation.

In the present work, first a preliminary experiment was carried
out to validate the feasibility of this method. Later on, the theo-
retical description of the initiation, propagation and evolution of
the stress pulse during impact was generalized and formulized. The
effects of the crucial parameters on the interface stress were further
investigated with FEM.

2. Preliminary experiment

To validate the idea of this method, a preliminary experiment
is conducted by means of accelerating a front-end-coated bullet
with the equipment as shown in Fig. 2(a) to impact the specimen.
Materials and their mechanical parameters are listed in Table 1. The
initial velocity of the bullet is 565 m/s. After impact, the test film
was evidently separated from the substrate, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
The asymmetry of the separated configuration may be partly due
to the inclined incidence of the bullet.

3. Theoretical description of the method

Here, the stress induced by the impact was analyzed with impact

dynamics [8]. The acoustic impedances of the materials are denoted
by �ici, where �i is the density of the material and ci is the longitu-
dinal elastic wave velocity, with the suffix i = 0, 1, 2 and 3. The suffix
‘0’ represents the material of the bullet body, suffix ‘1’ represents
the coating on the bullet body, suffix ‘2’ represents the substrate

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03009440
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/porgcoat
mailto:wcw_on@yahoo.com.cn
mailto:chenwuwu@imech.ac.cn
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the impact method.

Table 1
Materials and mechanical parameters for the experiment.

Bullet body Bullet coating Substrate Film

Material Plastic Nickel Steel Nickel
Radius (mm) 12.7 12.7 100 100
Thickness (mm) 45 (length) 0.02 5 0.02

o
s
o
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w

v
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o
s

�

�

�

�2c2 + �3c3
Density (�) (kg m−3) 1050 8800 7850 8800
Elastic modulus (E) (GPa) 1.2 210 200 210
Poisson’s ratio (�) 0.4 0.31 0.29 0.31

f the specimen under test, and suffix ‘3’ represents the film of the
pecimen. The bullet with initial velocity v0 is assumed to impact
n the substrate of the specimen.

Under the impact, the stress arising within the bullet coating is

c |�=0 = −�1c1(v0 − v|�=0) (1)

here

|�=0 = v0 + �c |�=0

�1c1
(2)

s the transient velocity of the particles at the contact interface
f the bullet coating and the substrate of the specimen, while the
tress arising in the substrate of the specimen is

s|�=0 = −�2c2v|�=0 = −�2c2(v0 + �c |�=0

�1c1
) (3)

Upon contact, the principle of action and reaction result in

| = � | = �| (4)
c �=0 s �=0 �=0

Then, there holds

|�=0 = −v0
�1c1�2c2

�1c1 + �2c2
(5)

Fig. 2. Photos of the (a) experimental equi
c Coatings 68 (2010) 19–22

v|�=0 = v0
�1c1

�1c1 + �2c2
(6)

Thus, the velocity of the particles within the bullet coating rel-
ative to the interface between bullet coating and bullet body is

vcp = v|�=0 − v0 = −v0
�2c2

�1c1 + �2c2
(7)

After the impact pulse has impinged at the interface between the
bullet coating and the bullet body, the pulse will be partly reflected
and transmitted. The reflected pulse is given by

�R = �|�=0
�0c0 − �1c1

�0c0 + �1c1
(8)

vR = −vcp
�0c0 − �1c1

�0c0 + �1c1
(9)

Therefore, after the reflected pulse has propagated through the
bullet coating, the velocity and the stress of the bullet coating obey

vc |�=2t1/c1
= vR + v|�=0= 1

�1c1 + �2c2

[
�0c0 − �1c1

�0c0 + �1c1
�2c2 + �1c1

]
v0

(10)

�c |�=0 = �R + �|�=0 = − 2�0c0

�0c0 + �1c1

�1c1�2c2

�1c1 + �2c2
v0 (11)

If �0c0 − �1c1/�0c0 + �1c1 �2c2 + �1c1 ≤ 0, then vc |�=2t1/c1
≤ 0,

which indicates that the bullet coating will spring backwards or
cease, and the unloading wave (� = 0, vcp = 0) will be imported
into the substrate. The stress pulse propagating in the specimen
is � = −v0(�1c1�2c2/(�1c1 + �2c2)), with the duration of 2t1/c1.

If �0c0 − �1c1/�0c0 + �1c1 �2c2 + �1c1 > 0, then vc |�=2t1/c1
> 0.

Before the second round of impact is sensed, the partial unload-
ing wave will be imported into the substrate and it can be deduced
similarly that the first main stress pulse � is −v0(�1c1�2c2/�1c1 +
�2c2), with a tail of magnitude of

4�0c0�2c2

(�0c0 + �1c1)(�1c1 + �2c2)

(
−v0

�1c1�2c2

�1c1 + �2c2

)
(12)

After impinging at the interface between the substrate and the
film, the stress pulse will be partly reflected and transmitted again.

�r1 = �3c3 − �2c2

�2c2 + �3c3
× � (13)

�t = 2�3c3 × � (14)
The transmitted pulse will be reflected at the free surface of the
film.

�r2 = −�t (15)

pment and (b) the tested specimen.
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Table 2
Mechanical parameters used in FEA.

Bullet body Bullet coating Substrate Film

Density (�) (kg m−3) 1050 Variables 7850 7190
Elastic modulus (E) (GPa) 3.89 Variables 209 242
Poisson’s ratio (�) 0.35 0.3 0.3 0.15
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Fig. 5. Interfacial normal stresses for the case of [(�E)1/(�E)2]0.5 = 1.

parameters as shown in Table 2 with (�E)1/(�E)2 = 1, t1/t3 = 1 and
t2 = 1.0 mm, the interface stresses can be calculated. As shown in
Fig. 3. Fluctuation of the interfacial normal stresses.

erein, if the relationship t2 ≥ c3 × 2t1/c1 is satisfied [4], then if
0c0 − �1c1/�0c0 + �1c1 �2c2 + �1c1 ≤ 0, then the stress should sat-

sfy

r2 = v0�1c1
�2c2

�1c1 + �2c2

2�3c3

�2c2 + �3c3
(16)

If �0c0 − �1c1/�0c0 + �1c1 �2c2 + �1c1 > 0, then the stress pulse is
r2 with the tail, which can be obtained by combining (12) and (14).
oreover, the peak value of �r2 should be

0�1c1
2�2c2�3c3

(�1c1+�2c2)(�2c2+�3c3)

(
1− 4�0c0�2c2

(�0c0+�1c1)(�1c1+�2c2)

)

(17)

The results indicate that once the materials of the specimen are
nown, the peak value of �r2 will increase with the increase of �1c1,
hich is the acoustic impedance of the bullet coating. Moreover,

hen �0c0 − �1c1/�0c0 + �1c1 �2c2 + �1c1 > 0, the peak value of �r2
ill increase with the decrease of the acoustic impedance of the

ullet body. As an extreme case, maximum �r2 will be attained
nder the assumption that the acoustic impedance of the bullet

Fig. 4. Interfacial normal stresses for the case of [(�E)1/(�E)2]0.5 = 0.5.
Fig. 6. Interfacial normal stresses for the case of [(�E)1/(�E)2]0.5 = 1.5.

body is zero, which means that only the bullet coating impacts the
specimen rather than the bullet.

4. Parametric analysis of the process

With finite element analysis, for the materials of mechanical
Fig. 3, the three curves represent the interface normal stresses of
the nodes denoted in Fig. 1, in which ‘center’, ‘quarter’ and ‘end’
correspond to the loci of x = 0, x = r/2 and x = r. The results show

Fig. 7. Interfacial normal stresses for the cases with different values of t2. (a)
t2 = 2 mm, (b) t2 = 4 mm, (c) t2 = 6 mm and (d) t2 = 8 mm.
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Fig. 8. Magnified profile of interfacial norma

hat the interface normal stresses are uniform, particularly when
≤ r/2.

Thereafter, the effects of the parameters (�E)1/(�E)2, t1/t3 and
2 were investigated. With the uniformity of the interface normal
tresses being considered, the average value within the range when
≤ r/2 was used for comparison.

Cases when [(�E)1/(�E)2]0.5 = 0.5, 1 and 1.5 were investigated,
here t1/t3 = 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25 or 1.5 for each case, respectively.
ases when t2 = 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2, 4, 6 and 8 mm were analyzed
o grasp the transverse effect of the specimen.

The mechanical properties adopted in the calculation for bullet
ody, bullet coating, substrate and film are listed in Table 2. The

nitial velocity of the bullet is 250 m/s.
Figs. 4–6 show the fluctuation of interface stresses for differ-

nt ratios t1/t3 when [(�E)1/(�E)2]0.5 = 0.5, 1 and 1.5, respectively.
he results in Figs. 4–6 indicate that the interfacial normal
tresses increase with increasing ratio [(�E)1/(�E)2]0.5, while they
ecrease with increasing ratio t1/t3, suggesting that the acoustic

mpedance of the bullet coating should be great enough as well
s its thickness low enough to obtain sufficiently high interface
tresses.

Figs. 7 and 8 show the fluctuation of interface stresses for dif-
erent t2 values. The results indicate that the interface stresses
ecrease slightly with the thickness increase of the specimen sub-
trate. In other words, the transverse effect of the specimen was
mall enough to be ignored when the thickness of the substrate was
ot more than 8 mm, which is the maximum thickness considered

n this study.
. Conclusions

A preliminary experiment was performed, and the idea of the
ethod of impact by a front-end-coated bullet to evaluate the inter-

[
[
[
[

sses for the cases with different values of t2.

face adhesion of film and substrate was justified. After the substrate
was impacted by a front-end-coated bullet, the test film was sepa-
rated from the substrate.

The generalized form of interfacial normal stresses for the
method with one-dimensional approximation is presented. The
analytical solution shows that the interfacial normal stresses
increase with the increase of the acoustic impedance of the bul-
let coating and with the decrease of the acoustic impedance the
bullet body.

The results of numerical simulation further prove that the inter-
facial normal stresses decrease with increase of the thickness of
the bullet coating. Besides, the transverse effect of the specimen
becomes rather small as long as the thickness of the substrate is
not more than 8 mm as used in this study.
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